BRANDED CLOTHING
MERCHANDISE &
PRINT EXPERTS

We are seeking reliable, hard working efficient and trustworthy individuals, with heat pressing experience
Wild Thang are Merchandise Experts who have been established for 20 years. We are a dynamic forward
thinking organisation looking for an individual with transferable skills along with the right attitude to join
our successful team.
If you have a positive attitude then we hope to hear from you!
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Unpacking various types of garments from individual plastic packaging
Stock checking against order lists;
To follow instructions on job card in relation to size, position and colours and when required
select size and colour of substrate
To use application and weeding tools
To weed and heat press onto textiles and ensure the job is finished to the highest quality
To perform preventative maintenance and clean machines on a daily basis
Packing into cardboard boxes and labelling boxes;
Speed and accuracy in the above duties is essential;
The demands within production do change and this role involves offering support to each
department as and when required. Meaning that the daily roles and responsibilities will often
change so you must be adaptable and responsive to a fast changing environment;
Ability to collaborate and function as a member of a team;
Strong interpersonal and communication skills;
Strong organisational skills and the ability to adapt quickly to changing priorities;
Commitment to exemplifying the highest integrity and professional business standards;
Demonstrate ability to be reliable and dependable to complete work assignments;
Strong attention to detail;
Training in specific processes will be given

8.30am ² 5.30pm Mon-Thurs; 8.30am ² 4.30pm Fri 41.50 hrs per week
Applications by CV in word or pdf format only. Closing date for applications is 3pm 06.10.17
Interviews will be held on 11.10.17 and 12.10.17
PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOUR FULL ADDRESS, CORRECT CONTACT NUMBER AND EMAIL ADDRESS
ARE CLEARLY SHOWN ON YOUR CV AND ARE CURRENTLY UP TO DATE
Immediate start for successful candidate.
NO AGENCIES PLEASE
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